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recharging the a c in the mr2 - summer is too damn hot in ga to be playing around with luke warm air conditioning lol instas collingawthrop thatjdmsedan, r 12 to r134 archive toyota mr2 message board - nice info does anyone know what the cutoff month and year was for r 12 i have an mr2 made in june of 94 i pulled the ac a few months ago but i think i might want air conditioning afterall so would i need to convert or can i proceed to re charge it as is thanks for any info, where are the charge fittings for the ac on a 87 toyota mr2 - where are the charge fittings for the ac on a 87 toyota mr2 in the front cargo spare wheel area usually behind the covers 87 mr2 headlight wiring diagram hope this will help some there, where is the ac charging port on a 1988 Toyota Mr2 fixya - where is the ac charging port on a 1988 toyota mr2 toyota 2006 mr2 spyder question search fixya where is the ac charging port on a 1988 toyota mr2 posted by grubbyrocker on sep there are some good detail breakdowns on the web if you search mr 2 diagrams and the like jul 15 2008 1988 toyota mr2 not finding what you are looking, 1989 toyota mr2 parts carid com - toyota mr2 1989 remanufactured multi port fuel injector by gb remanufacturing oe quality at a reduced cost is what you ll get with this new multi port fuel injector this injector is an exact oem replacement part so it guarantees, low pressure port finder tool for car a c recharge - enter your car s make and model to find where the low pressure ac port is find how to put freon in your car and other helpful auto a c maintenance tips, 1989 toyota mr2 a c heating parts carid com - from cabin filter changes to major system repairs involving compressors and evaporators we have the replacement a c heating parts for your 1989 toyota mr2, how to completely remove a c system on toyota mr2 mk1 aw11 - video tutorial on how to completely remove the a c from your mr2 get rid of that extra weight and complexity, toyota mr2 heating and air conditioning parts toyota - genuine toyota mr2 heating and air conditioning parts have been engineered to meet toyota s safety reliability and functionality standards plus customize the oem way with toyota mr2 accessories explore toyota parts online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare toyota mr2 parts and accessories you need, how to add refrigerant to a 2000 2005 toyota mr2 spyder - the a c system in your mr2 spyder consists of a compressor that is belt driven an evaporator and freon if there is a problem with your compressor or evaporator adding freon will not restore cooling how to add freon to your 2000 toyota mr2 spyder hook up the can of refrigerant likely r 134a to the low pressure port, the mr2oc online parts catalog - mk2 mr2 vacuum diagrams 1991 3sgte 1 2 1992 3sgte 1 2 1993 1995 3sgte 1 1991 5sfe 1 2 1991 toyota all vacuum diagrams 1992 toyota all vacuum diagrams 1993 toyota all vacuum diagrams 1994 mr2 vacuum diagrams 2 2 n a 1995 mr2 vacuum diagrams 2 2 n a body critical items to check on the mark 1 mr2 chassis measurements rear front upper
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